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"People in Michigan Avenue offices said that their windows were shaking. 
The police must have thought they were hearing the revolution coming." 
John Schultz 
UP/ photo 
Chicago Police clash with anti-war protesters outside the Conrad Hilton at Michigan and 
Balbo during the 1968 Democratic National Convention. 
Chicago ,.68: While the whole world watched, chaos stole convention spotlight 
By Bob Chiarito 
New.t Editor 
"You could just feel the buildup. It was like 
everybody was waiting for the moment of 
explosion." 
With those words, Columbia professor emer-
itus John Schultz described the atmosphere at 
Michigan and Balbo, just outside the college's 
door, on the night of August 28, 1968. 
The 1968 Democratic National Convention 
was the reason the press came, but what hap-
pened on the streets of Chicago is what- made 
the real news. 
Chicago was selected as the site for the con-
vention because of Mayor Richard J . Daleys 
loyalty to President Lyndon Johnson and the 
belief that Daley could control his city. What 
resulted is now history. 
Schultz, who was Chairman of Columbia's 
English Writing Program at the time, covered 
the convention and the consequent Chicago 
Conspiracy trial for the Evergreen Review, a 
magazine based in New York. " It was very heat· 
ed, bizarre and surreal," Schultz said. "On one 
side there were people who supported President 
Johnson's war policy and on the other there was 
a tremendous movement towards peace and get-
ting out of the Vietnam war. And then there 
were the Democrats, who were severely divided 
about the war. The convention was a real head-
hanger." 
From the start of the convention on August 
26, tensions nared up when the city refused to 
let anti-war protesters sleep in Lincoln Park. By 
Wednesday, a few isolated incidents slowly 
turned into wide-spread chaos. 
During a peace rally in Grant Park, an 
American nag was taken down from its nagpole 
because demonstrators heard that the delegates 
at the Amphitheater voted against the anti-war 
plank. 
"The protesters started yelling in anger 'take 
it down, take it down," Schultz said. The n ag 
was taken down, but Schultz said it may have 
been the work of police officers trying to incite 
the crowd. · 
See convention, page 2 
Apathy, ignorance derail young voters 
By Yasmin Khan 
Copy Editor 
Ahhhh, the 60s. Hippies, tie-dye clothes 
and bell-bottoms. Yeah, those were the days 
when young adults made their presence fe lt 
not just by their use of marijuana or their 
weird clothes and hairstyles, bu t more so 
because they were intent on making a differ-
ence. They protested, rallied and marched to 
any cause they deemed worthy. More impor-
tantly, young adults also realized the impor-
tance of voting, taking their issues right to 
the polls. 
Unfortunately, while today's Generation 
X may have changed in terms of drugs and 
clotbes, the need to make a difference has 
waned. Today's young adults have devel-
oped a lackadaisical attitude when it comes 
to voting. 
"Young people don 't vote. They just 
dc;>n't care." said Joseph Heinrich, a polling 
judge at Berwyn for over 25 years. 
And he may just be right. According to 
the U S Census Bureau, voters between the 
ages of 18 and 24 have had the worst turnout 
of any age group in every congressional and 
presidential election since 1980. For exam-
ple, of the 10 million eligible voters between 
the ages of 2 1 to 24, only 37.2 percent were 
registered to vote in the 1994 congressional 
elections and only 16.5 percent voted. 
Although they fared a little better in the 
presidential elections with 38.5 percent vot-
ing in the 1992 Clinton-Bush showdown, it 
is still worrying that the electorate could not 
muster up even half the eligible voters in 
that age group. The 60s, on the other hand, 
saw more than half of II million young vot-
ers, taking to the polls. 
But this alarming phenomena is not hap-
pening in someone else's backyard. Right 
here at Columbia College, many students 
passed on the opportunity of registering to 
vote on campus from Feb. 12 to 20. Only 93 
students registered, and I 0 of them were the 
deputy registrars on duty. "Students were 
not very interested in the registration 
process," said Danielle Curley, a Journalism 
c;lepartment student and a deputy registrar in 
charge of the program. "Maybe because 
there is a lack of polit ical consciousness." 
Political consciousness is just part of the 
reason. According to Columbia journalism 
instructor Rose Economou, "the reason why 
more students didn't participate in the regis-
tration process is due to a feeling of disap-
pointment that their vote doesn't matter." 
Economou organized the registration drive. 
In an informal poll of some I 00 students, 
between the ages of 18 and 25, the majority 
of those interviewed echoed Economou's 
sentiment. Columbia sophomore Edwin 
Figueroa, 20, said: " I don' t feel as if my vote 
would count." Added Randolph Milspher, 
24, a music major, " I don't believe that 
black people's votes are considered in the 
final process. No matter who I might want as 
a candidate the other man gets the job. I 
don't believe in voting." 
See vote, page 6 
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Reporters 
• examine 
Black issues 
By Mi'Chaela Mills 
Swjf Writer 
Colum bia Col lege paid trib-
ute to the A frican-Amcrican 
Heritage Program on March 6 
at a workshop ca ll ed 
"Covering the African· 
American Story." 
A big question fac.ing the 
media was: How will journal-
ists cover the African-
American community? 
A tribute to Claude A. 
Barnett, founder of the 
Associated Negro Press, the 
workshop explored who in the 
media could better serve 
African-Americans. 
Warner Saunders of 
WMAQ-TV Channel 5 faci li -
tated the event, with guest 
speakers Laura Washington, 
edi tor of the Chicago Reporter; 
Ethan Michaeli of the Chicago 
Defender; and Salim 
Muwakkil, senior editor of In 
These Times magazine. 
The history of the African-
American press goes back to 
Fredrick Douglass and James 
Bell, the first editors of the 
Colored American weekly 
newspapers, and magazines 
such as the Philadelphia 
Tribune, the Indianapolis 
Freeman, The Voice of the 
Negro, The C risis, The 
Chicago Defender and The 
Champion. 
T he panelists discussed 
avenues of covering more pos-
itive views of the African-
American, noting that the the 
biggest goal of African-
American journalists is to chal-
lenge peoples' assumptions. 
Commenting on the usc of the 
"war on drugs" metaphor, 
Saunders said the reality 
amounts to a war on African-
Americans and Latinos. 
The panelists said most 
African-Americans see them-
selves as under assault by the 
mainst ream media. The work-
shop offered ways in which 
Afr ican-Americans can defend 
themselves. One way, 
Saunders said, is to write and 
call journalists. 
Laura Washington, editor of 
the Chicago Reporter, said pol-
itics play a major role in how 
the media is played against 
African-Americans. She seeks 
to reverse the people's assump-
tions on issues such as CHA 
housing. 
The city council is "majori-
ty minority," said Washington. 
Paneli sts said that in order to 
get the proper coverage of a 
specific community, there must 
be grassroots activists who will 
rally the people and Congress 
to change laws. The activists 
must also contact journalists, 
the NAACP, the Urban League 
and Operation PUSH to com-
ment and reprimand the main-
stream media for their actions, 
panelists said. 
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News Editor 
Stu Feiler, 54, former liberal education 
instructor at Columbia College and advisor 
for the Columbia College Chronicle, died 
March I of a heart attack while walking in 
downtown Chicago. 
According to his close friend and col-
league, AI Parker, chairperson of the 
Radio/Sound department, one of the last 
things he did was leave a message on 
Parker's answering machine. 
"When I came back on Monday night, 
the first message on my machine was from 
Stu," recalled Parker. "He said he was in 
town with his wife and left me a couple of 
numbers where I could reach him. He was 
calling me from my office and said that he 
was sorry he missed me. 
"He left my office and then walked a 
few blocks down and just died. It is real 
tragic and I am really upset." 
was a student of Feiler's at Columbia, 
remembered him fondly. 
"He kept his classes spellbound with 
tales of his life as a professional writer," he 
said. "He carried business cards that had 
about 12 different occupations checked 
off, from travel writer to gourmet chef to 
talk-show host. He was a real renaissance 
man. He could discuss easily any subject 
and he made people feel like they were at 
the center of the universe." 
Golab also recalled Feiler's controver-
sial personality. "On the other side, he was 
very harassable. He wanted to be in control 
and he didn' t always get along with people 
because of that, but he was respected by 
all who worked with him. I love him and 
I'll miss him. He died far too young." 
Photography Editor 
Natalie Battaglia 
Copy Editors 
Kim Watkins 
Yasmin Khan 
David Harrell 
On a professional level, Parker said that 
he will miss Feiler's work. "He was a 
remarkable guy. extremely intelligent and 
a great writer. He was really talented and 
very funny. He ·had a great sense of 
humor.'' 
Sun-Times reporter Art Golab, who 
Feiler and his wife of six months, 
Michele, moved to Baltimore two years 
ago, but came back to Chicago to visit 
friends. He came to Chicago from his 
home state of New Jersey in the late '60s, 
when he demonstrated in the 1968 
Democratic National Convention as a 
member of Vietnam Veterans Against the 
War. He was a broadcast and print journal-
ist for more than 30 years, working various 
jobs for newspapers, television and radio 
stations. 
File photo 
Former Columbia instructor Stu Feiler 
Label fest showcases new talent Chronicle 
Advertising Manager 
Sandra K.Taylor By Mi'Chaela Mills 
Managing Editor 
The event covers how to get 
radio coverage, gigs, and prod-
ucts in stores. The workshops 
present information on law, mar-
keting, distribution, and publish-
ing. These are key assets in 
becoming a successful indepen-
dent label. The panels, work-
shops and tradeshow will take 
place at Columbia College. The 
tradeshow will allow indepen-
dent labels, bands, managers, 
studios, retailers and publica-
tions to participate and display 
their products for the public's 
advantage. 
utors who offer plenty network-
ing opportunities . All 
exhibitors, advertisers, and reg-
istrants will be listed in the pro-
gram guide for easy accessibili-
ty. 
Staff Writers 
Ali age Taqi 
Leon Tripplett 
Lisa Manna 
Jackie Gonzalez 
Christine Lock 
Staff Photographer 
Laura Stoecker 
Web Page Editor 
Robert Stevenson 
The time draws near for the 
4th (annual) Independent Label 
Festival hosted by Columbia 
College. This music convention 
offers educational workshops 
and networking opportunity to 
aspiring and established musi-
cians . 
"People should take advan-
tage of the price breaks and reg-
ister early," said Leo Lastre. 
Registration for the convention 
is $75 until March 29; $100 until 
May 10; $125 until June 14 and 
$150 after July I and must be 
paid at the door. These events 
will be held at the 623 S. Wabash 
building. 
Faculty Advisor 
Jim Sulski 
The Chronicle is a student-run 
newspaper of Columbia 
College. It is published week-
ly during the school year and 
distributed on Mondays. 
Views expressed in thi s news-
paper arc not necessarily those 
of the Journali sm Department 
or the college. 
Bands who are interested in 
the showcase segment, must sub-
mit a product (cd, tape or vinyl), 
biography, and press kit by 
March 29 along with a fee of $7 
to Independent Label Festival, 
600 South Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, IL 60605-1996. 
ILF is a non-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to educating the 
public about the music industry 
and showcasing new talent. "Part 
of the ILF's mission is to bring 
major promotion within eco-
nomic reach to the independent 
bands," said Leo Lastre, execu-
tive director and founder. 
Last year, the ILF honored 
more than 100 independent 
bands and participating night-
clubs. This year they expect to 
have more, said Jo-EIIa Cicero, 
public relations director. A com-
mittee of 12 people will review 
material submitted and select 
some bands that will perform at 
the convention. 
The ILF represents bands, 
advertisers, and businesses from 
all over the United States. Last 
year, Universal Honey from 
Canada attended, as well as Eye 
TV from New Zealand which is 
based out of San Francisco. 
There are many opportunities 
for independent bands to get rec-
ognized and published . For 
more information, call 312-34 I-
9112. 
Convention, from page 1 
"It might have been taken down by a 
group of plainc lothes police," he said. " It 
was very odd to see these huge, burly guys 
come out of the crowd and take the flag 
down when most of the protesters were 
skinny students." 
Who actually took down the flag was 
never proven, but what is certain is that the 
police began attacking the crowd with 
their nightsticks, causing the protesters to 
flee the park. Schultz said all the bridges 
between Grant Park and Michigan 
Avenue, except the Jackson St. bridge, 
were blocked by police, who began lob-
bing tear-gas into the crowd. 
"For some reason the Jackson St. 
bridge was left open and people began 
running across it and vomiting over the 
side because of the gas," Schultz said. 
From the Jackson St. bridge, the pro-
testers saw members of Ralph Abernathy's 
Southern Christ ian Leadership 
Conference's (SCLC) Poor Peoples ' 
Campaign and the ir mule trains, heading 
south down Michigan Ave. towards the 
Conrad Hilton, where most of the dele-
·gates were stayi ng. Schult z said the an ti -
war protesters and the SCLC joined 
together and began chanting "Peace 
Now." 
"People in Michigan Avenue offices 
said that their windows were shaking. The 
police must have thought they were hear-
ing the revo lution corning," Schultz said. 
According to Carl Oglesby, who wa; 
president of Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS) in 1965- 1966, (the organiz-
ers of the protests whose members includ-
ed the infamous Chicago Seven), what 
The ILF represents many 
businesses, studios, and distrib-
occurred next was not part of the protest-
ers plan. 
"We didn'tthrow a rock," he said. "We 
had nothing like that on our minds ... there 
were a few who did and whose slogan was 
'Raise The Level of Violence.' I don' t 
know who they were, it might well of been 
cops," Oglesby said. 
When the SCLC and the anti-war pro-
testers finally made it to the Hilton at 
Michigan and Balbo, the police separated 
the two groups. 
"That's when tension really began to 
build," Schultz said. 
In full view of television cameras, the 
police came east on Balbo towards 
Michigan Ave., as well as north up 
Michigan from in front of the Hilton, and 
began attacking. 
"The police were making sounds that I 
never heard a human being make before," 
Schultz said. "They sounded like angry 
animals growling." 
Oglesby said the police began clubbing 
protesters wi thout restraint or remorse. 
"The Chicago cops just wasted us for no 
reason," he said. "There were people who 
were hurt, people with bandages on their 
heads and blood all over their faces." 
The immediate result of the events that 
took place during the 1968 Democratic 
Convention was the national embarrass-
ment of Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley. 
a presidential defeat for the Democrats in 
November 1968. and the indictment of 
e ight anti-war demonstrators on charges of 
conspi racy, deemed the Chicago Eight and 
later the Chicago Seven and Bobby Scale. 
According to Oglesby, the riots of the 
1968 convention contributed to the 
domestic understanding of what was hap-
pening in Vietnam. 
"Chicago became a metaphor for the 
power of the State and the willingness of 
people to confront it," he said. "It put 
Vietnam in a different light because every-
one could watch the news and see what the 
kin of the troops in Vietnam, the cops, 
would allow themselves to do to their 
countrymen right in front of the press. It 
made you question, if they do that under 
those conditions what would they not do 
to the Vietnamese people with no cameras 
around?" Oglesby said. 
Bosnia, the Middle East, and China are 
the main concerns for today's college gen-
eration, but Schultz believes the I 960s 
should never be forgotten. 
"As long as there is a generation who 
has strong memories of Vietnam, it's 
going to be very difficult for the govern-
ment to have another Vietnam - type war," 
he said. 
Oglesby, who has faith in today's gen-
eration, said that students today are just as 
concerned about their country 's fate as 
they were during the Vietnam War. 
"The response of the 1960s was a 
response to the 1960s. It didn ' t represent a 
greater level of activeness or more con-
cern," he said. "Start bombing Hanoi 
again and see what kind of demonstration 
you' ll raise. I think the kids today would 
be right there." 
Schultz added that the public and the 
government learned many lessons from 
the 1968 convention, but admitted that 
there is always a chance history can repeat 
itself. 
" I think the country is breaking into 
divisions now. It 's going to be interesting 
to see how we respond." 
to launch 
web page 
By Robert Stevenson 
Correspond em 
The Chicago Sun-Times and 
the Chicago Tribune did it. 
Now it's the Columbia 
Chronicle's turn . 
Starting this week, a new 
and improved Columbia 
Chronicle World Wide Web site 
will be up and running on the 
Internet. 
The site will include the 
Chronicle's top news, feature 
and editorial stories, as well as 
color pictures and other links 
on the World Wide Web (the 
multimedia part of the 
Internet). 
"It gives us a whole new 
audience," Chronicle editor-in-
chief Nancy Laichas said. 
Laichas also said that the 
exposure on the Internet will 
lead to more s haring between 
Columbia and other colleges 
from around the country. 
"This will bring an opportu-
nity to become interactive with 
other schools ," Laichas said. 
"We're linked to other subjects, 
which means people will stum-
ble onto us." 
Along with the Chronicle, 
Inside Journalism, monthly 
newsletter of the Journalism 
Department, will also be on the 
Internet. 
Columbia 
addresses: 
Web Page 
Columbia College's Home 
Page: http:www.colum.edu/ 
The Columbia Chronicle: 
http://www.colum.edu/- oacOOO 
/chron96.html 
Inside Journalism: 
http://www.colum.edu/-oacOOO 
lij.html 
The email address of the 
Col umbia Chronicle is 
Chronicle@mail.colum.edu 
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Coluntbia's regulations go up:.in t.smoke 
By Aliage Taqi 
Staff Wriu:r 
Smoking-whether it kills ol)hri lls, it 
is fast becoming everybody's problem, 
especially in bui ldings where smoking is 
banned in most places. To date, smoking 
at Columbia College is limited to the 
Hokin Annex, the Underground Cafe and 
the Faculty Lo unge in the 624 S. Michigan 
building. But non-smokers say that this 
stifl isn't enough. Secondhand smoke is 
just as lethal , they argue. And they appear 
to have the statistics on their side. 
The American Lung Association 
(ALA) states that secondhand smoke, or 
passive smoking, will cause an approxi-
mated 3,000 lung cancer deaths this year. 
In fact, the smoke can be a direct health 
threat to people who already have heart 
and lung diseases. 
"When designated smoking areas are 
connected, that is no good. Eventually all 
people take in smoke from people smok-
ing around them, and filter it. High expo-
sure to cigarette smoke can lead to nasal 
motor spasms. Thus, the health of a non-
smoker can be seriously affected," said Dr. 
Doris McCulley, primary care internis t at 
Michael Reese Hospital. 
Some non-smokers can feel suffocated 
being stuck in a room with smokers. This 
can cause 
them to 
cough or 
gasp for 
air. There 
is a med-
ical reason 
behind this 
physical 
reaction to 
nic o tine 
s moke . 
The ALA 
exp lain s 
that smoke 
c r ea t es 
acute res-
piratory illnesses. In people who already 
suffer from asthma or bronchitis, smoke 
aggravates the symptoms of these illness-
es in people's lungs. And depending on 
how much exposure a person has to 
smoke, asthma symptoms can be trig-
gered. 
Myrna Peterson. a 19-year-old student 
majo ring in Marketing and 
Science/Finances. can identify with what 
the ALA says. " I used to gel really aggra-
vated by smoke. I'm only around smoke 
when I'm in the Hokin Annex or the 
Underground. There was a time when I 
could not breathe around cigarette smoke. 
Now I j ust try to spend as little time as 
possible in the smoking areas," said 
Peterson. 
The Public Health and Information 
Office at the Department of Public Health 
said that secondhand smoke is a mixture 
o f smoke inhaled by smokers and the 
smoke that comes from the burning end of 
a cigarette, cigar. or pipe; also known as 
side-stream smoke. The smoke is made up 
o f 4,000 substances including cancerous 
poisons which cause damage to the lungs 
and heart. 
But it isn' t just non-smokers who are 
aware of the problems. Smoker Mitch 
Upton, a fiction writer/music maj or under-
s tands only too well what the uproar is all 
about. "Yes , I smoke. I'm going to stop 
due to simple health reasons. Smoking 
makes me feel sluggish in the morning, 
getting up is hard and I can ' t run as far as 
I used to. 
I used to 
run five 
miles on 
the bat of 
an eye. 
Now if I 
do two 
m i I e s, 
I'm call-
ing for 
oxygen." 
H e 
added: 
"Now 
when a 
person is 
next to a smoker. they take in side stream 
smoke which is unfiltered and burns the 
eyes. Smoking coats eyes with tar and 
burns nasal passages, that's why it hurts," 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE AN 
+STUDENT? 
Then don't take chances! 
WE HAVE ANSWERS! 
f (to your Science & Math em at ics Questions) 
FOR FREE HELP: 
Visit the Science & Mathematics Dept. 
Learning Center 
Wabash Building 
Room #511 
Mon, Tue, Wed , Thu 9 am 7 pm 
Fri 9 am - 5 pm 
or, Call 663 - 1600, Ext . 5545 
for more information . 
THEN, SAIL RIGHT THROUGH THE SEMESTER!! 
said Upton. "Anytime you arc in a closed 
area without much ventilation. having a 
designated smoking area is no good. The 
smoke in the air circulates around the 
room and into the non-smokers section. 
That is why sometimes people still smell 
smoke in the nonsmokers section." 
Christine Coleman, a music business 
major, said she is frustrated with the s itua-
tion especially when she sees students 
smoking in non-smoking areas. " It is not 
fair to sneak a smoke in the stairway. I 
have seen s tudents do this in back stair-
ways of the Torco building," said 
Coleman. " I'm asthmatic, so I try to stay 
as far away from smoke as I can. Smoke 
makes me cough and gasp for air. The 
school should enforce more laws against 
smoking .. Secondhand smoke is bad, and 
we have nowhere to get clean air." 
Another student who smokes saw the 
concept of dangerous secondhand smoke 
differently. Yul Po llard, an illustration 
major said , "Columbia should keep desig-
nated smoking areas, or students who 
smoke will have to go outs ide. If people 
don't want to be around smoke. don't. And 
by the time the smoke reaches the non-
smokers arc, it will spread out through the 
air," said Pollard. 
Kay Willicuts. program coordinator at 
SmokcEndcrs, has news for smokers and 
victims of passive smoke. "Secondhand 
smoke causes 30 times as many lung can-
cer deaths as all regulated air pollutants 
combined." says Wi ll icuts. "Secondhand 
smoke produces respiratory problems in 
nonsmokers such as coughing. phlegm. 
chest discomfort, and reduced lung func-
tion. Eight out off I 0 nonsmokers report 
they arc annoyed by others' cigarette 
smoke. For many people the smoke caus-
es reddening, itching and watering of the 
eyes." 
Darcell Me Allister, a 24-year-old mar-
keting communications major. is also dis-
gus ted by smoke. Said Me All ister: 
"Secondhand smoke is very annoying. It 
is intrusive and causes coughing and chok-
ing. The school should enforce no smok-
ing rules. People should be kicked out of 
areas for not respecting the rules." 
You are invited fo 
A College-Wide 
TOWN HALL MEETI 
"OIVERSilY in the CURRICULUM" 
TUESDAY, MARCH 12 
12:15-1:00 PM 
HOKINHALL 
Sponsored by the Lilly Endowment 
.... ..: >.1~~- ; :; 
,. . r · "~~~ ... j 
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$:1.500 
scholarship 
t=or t=all 6 9& 
Are you in pursuit of Academic Excellence? 
U so, Columbia College would like to help you 
along the wav! 1 
apply i"or thla ...-cl•• 
•-arcl It' you: 
• Are a fulJ.time student {12·16 hours) 
• Have completed at least 24 semestf!r hour!< At 
Columbia College 
• Have a 3.0 cumulative gtade point average 
If you meet these criteria by the application 
deadline. have demonstrated outstandinCT 
achievement, and have materials or samples of 
your work to submit with your application, vou 
mav qualify for this awarrl 
Application forms and details available throuab: 
Office of Financial Aid. 600 S. Michi!J3ll, 
Room303. 0R 
Office of the Associate Provost, 600 S. Michigan. 
Room300 
Please submit a copy of your Columbia Colleqe 
Transcript with the completed application 
application 
deadline: 
naarch .:LS • .:1.998 
C Columbl• Coli•&• Chlc.-o 800 South Mlohll(8n Av•nu•. Ch..._. 111 eoeoa 32.2-6&3-2.800 
Goic.:nb!a Collgg:J admt~s studems withoa; r~aid tc age, ta~. 
colo; cretd ;;;.:x. rcliakm. h~::Jdium. dlxbili~v. sa>n1a1 o::!on!anon. 
an~ mmona: Oi tthnic cnqm 
8•t~ta4rlta A~tlt••~ 
Attt:t&t#Cf4 
MEETING 
"When: ~ch 14, 1996 
V\lhere: 623 South Wal:Bsh, Rm. 304 
Tine: 5:00 p.m. 
refreshrrents will re served. 
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Vote: Here at Columbia 
College, many students passed on 
the opportunity of registering to 
vote on campus. 
Continued from page 1 
Dean Batosowski , a 22·year·old Bradley 
University student has also given up on voting. "! 
never felt that my vote would count." 
Others were already disenchanted with the 
polit ical system. saying that they did vote in the 
past but nothing ever changed . "Two years ago l 
voted.'' said Je rmcll Haywood, 22. " ! voted in the 
hopes of there being some sort of a change in the 
community. But there were no results." 
Northern Illinois University student Tim 
Manning also had a bad feeling about voting. "My 
vote didn ' t count. l voted in the last presidential 
election. and everyone l voted for lost." 
But the young vote docs make a difference. In 
the 1992 pres idential campaign, Bill Clinton and 
AI Gore made direct appeals to young voters 
through campus visits and appearances on MTV, 
helping to push Clinton to victory over incumbent 
George Bush. Unfortunately, nothing like that has 
been done this year. so far. 
Economou points out that "candidates running 
for offices are not trying to reach voters from the 
ages of !8 to 24" and th is could therefore directly 
affect the number of young adults voting. 
The primary issues in thi s year's presidential 
campaign seem to revolve around health and 
taxes, issues young people are not familiar with. 
"When I have kids I will be more interested 
because I will be voting for things that will affect 
them. As for right now, I' m not really into politics 
at all, " said Melissa Patitucci , a 24-year-old stu· 
dent at the International Academy of Merchandise 
and Design. 
It isn' t j ust family issues that has candidates 
targeting older voters. Older voters boast the high· 
est election turnouts. In the last presidential elec-
tion. for example, 75.3 percent out of 50.9 million 
people between the ages of 45 and 64 voted. The 
strongest turnout was in the 65 and above catego-
ry as 78 percent of 31 million citizens took to the 
polls. Columbia Liberal Education instructor, 
Dominic Pacyga. 46, reflected the feelings of 
older voters when he said: "I' m absolutely reli· 
gious about voting and if you don ' t vote you can 't 
call yourse lf an American." 
Strong words but according to Melanie Ward, a 
registrar for the C ity of Chicago's Fourth Ward , 
o lder c itizens have long shown more of an interest 
in politics and are more passionate when it comes 
to voting . "Older citizens arc concerned with 
changes in health care, like Medicare," she sa id. 
NEWS 
Property taxes and social security are also issues 
that send people soaring to the polls for candi· 
dates. Adults also vote in hopes of solutions for 
problems like taxes, unemployment and economic 
issues." 
So where does that leave students? Are the 
issues the real problem or is the situation as bleak 
as film major Scott Knudsen says it is: "Young 
people are apathetic to situations and uneducated 
about politics." 
Alophus Kindle, legislative director for Fourth 
Ward Chicago Alderman Toni Preckwinkle, said 
that while apathy and ignorance is a factor, it has 
not stopped young people from voting. "Some 
young people vote because of home upbringing 
and voting traditions. There arc those students 
who vote because they want to make a change. 
Then there arc uneducated young voters who arc 
tied to j obs, and. arc angry about cutback in jobs 
and services. And some even vote because their 
gang leaders instruct them to." 
Columbia student Lisa Cockerham said she 
votes because "many people fought for my right to 
vote," while NIU graduate Diane Michael is 
adamant that one voice docs make a difference. 
"They don't realize that if more young people took 
an interest, politicians would be forced to listen." 
Columbia graduate Shanesc Pickett said that she 
voted simply because she was sure that her "vote 
would make a difference socially, economically 
· and financially for the American people." 
Columbia's director of financial aid, John 
Olino, couldn't agree more. "Students can make a 
difference. Financial aid, for example, is one of 
many issues at hand. If politicians continue to cut 
student aid, some young people may not have a 
chance for a college education," said Olino. "Poor 
decisions are being made at state and federal lev-
els. The number of college age voters thus must 
continue to rise. If they do not, politicians will 
cater only to the older generation because that is 
who is voting them into office. Further cuts could 
be devastating to America's youth ." 
Still , despite all that has been said and done, to 
vote or not to vote is a question that most students 
are not asking themselves. To some, politics has 
become such a dirty word that voting has become 
a lost cause. "What really angers me is that the 
whole process of running for office has become an 
arena of mud-slinging, so I don't vote," said illus-
tration major Dave Evans. Management sopho-
more Herbert Smiley said he feels that " the 
majority of the political process is a farce, seeing 
that most of the important issues are never really 
answered" while Epiphany Peck, a 20-year-old 
Marketing communica tion student. said: " I am not 
interested in poli tics. All politicians do is lie." 
And to others, it all boils down to find ing the 
energy to get up and go to the polls. Film major 
Kevin Rayman, 24, confesses. "I don' t vote due to 
laziness." 
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People should 
Photo by Natalie Battaglia 
Renee Hansen 
By Cristin Monti 
Features Editor 
Who she is: 
A writer and Columbia graduate, Hansen teaches 
Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing and 
Contemporary Women's Writing in the English 
Department. She is also coordinating a photography 
exhibit of images of women by women for the Women 
in the Arts Celebration March 14-21 at the Hokin Center. 
On moving from Chicago to Lakeside, Michigan: 
Some people need a certain environment to feel free, 
and even though I love Chicago, I need the trees and the 
lake to lose myself. I needed a change of environment in 
order to free mysel f up creatively and spiritually. 
On the 1 112 hour commute to Columbia: 
I like it. I take the Skyway and when I come into 
Chicago and see the skyline, I'm still in awe. It amazes 
me that people built that. 
Her philosophy of life: 
Listen and listen to the truth. I've been trying to live 
my life truthfully. I listen to myself and what is true to 
me, and I listen to other people. I find that if you listen 
long enough you will hear the truth. 
Her favorite author: 
Creative non- fic tion and nature writer, Rachel 
Carson, who wrote "The Sea Around Us" and "Silent 
Spring." She writes about a clam and makes it beautiful. 
I think that's what creative non-fiction writers do, they 
make that very factual world out there spiritual and 
beautiful. 
On Women's Studies: 
I'm interested in women's stories and women's jour· 
neys because there's so much in the world that women 
have created and contributed and it strengthens my ref-
erence points as a woman to know what's out there. 
When you look at history and literature, ostensibly it 
looks as if women haven't contributed much, but when 
you get into a women's literature class you find out 
what's there. 
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The Annual WE ISM 
ScholarShips 
Applications are now available for 
this unique scholarship program 
Scholarship winners receive: 
• Grants up to $2,000 to help complete 
projects in all fields of communication 
(including advertising, creative writing, film, 
public relations, photography, video, and 
many others) 
• Opportunities to work with leading 
professionals in Chicago's communications 
industry 
• Spring Showcase in Hokin Student 
Center 
• Learn more and pick up an 
application by visiting: 
111
• Student Life & Developn1ent 
623 S. Wabash- Suite 301 
m• Hokin Student Center 
ir Or call: Sheila Carter 
663-1600, Ext. 5 I 87 
Application Deadline: 
April 15 
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~--Letters to the editor---
Lambda Force ... 
I'm writing this feller in 
regards to the article wrillen in 
the March 4 edition of the 
Chronicle. In the article I 
expressed my views of being a 
heterosexual in a gay o rganiza-
tion. Prior to the printing o f the 
"partial" interview between 
myself and the interviewer, I felt 
that I had conveyed my feelings 
about the organization in a clear, 
concise. no-ho lds-barred fashio n. 
I still feel that way. 
However, after speaking to 
several people who saw the arti-
cle, I'm beginn ing to feel that my 
thoughts came across in a less 
than nauering way. I'm a loyal 
officer and member of Lambda 
Force for nearly a year now, and 
though I wasn't misquoted, I feel 
that the reasoning behind those 
frank words were lost some-
where. 
I'm categorically denying any 
anti -homosexual sentiment that 
may be derived from the article, 
and furthcnnore any anti-Lambda 
Force sentiments. I knew that it 
would be a difficult article to 
digest but I stand behind my 
views. because they arc jus t that, 
my views. 
My purpose wasn't to steal the 
spotlight from Lambda, it was to 
state my point of view. And if I 
don't leave Lambda, I pledge to 
continue to give 110 % to the 
organization. 
Loyal G. Williams 
Public Relations Director 
wmbda Force 
... Takes Issue ... 
I would like to express my 
pleasure at seeing Lambda 
Force ·s program covered in such 
detail ("Black, Gay & Proud," 
March 4}. It was also great to sec 
the contributions of other notable 
Black gays and lesbians - Alice 
Walker. Alvin Ailey, Willi Smith 
- who are usually honored dur-
ing this time, finally honored as a 
whole being, with nothing, espe-
cially their sexual orientation , 
omitted. 
I must, in the spirit of higher 
learning, register my complaint 
and co rrect some blatant anti-gay 
stereotypes and bigotry presented 
as "facts" in the article "Lamhda 
Force Baules Misperceptions." 
First, who is the implied audi-
ence who is scolded, "Whether 
you want to admit it or not . . . "'! 
Who arc the forces that we arc 
"bauling" at Columbia College? I 
don ' t recall Lambda Force 
declaring "war" on anyone -
only on homophobia everywhere. 
Again in the first paragraph the 
reporter says "Contrary to popu-
lar belief..." What popular belief! 
Who arc the people with the 
"common misperceptiuns?" 
Lambda Force has a very clear 
mission. The group halllcs hate 
and intolerance, which ha.' at its 
root> ignorance and misperccp-
lion. Implied in these >taternents 
arc that the audience i' decidedly 
hm'nophohic . Everyone sho uld 
take o ffcn'c at that. 
Secondly, the article 's foc u' i' 
on the "'traight" Larnbd:o Force 
mcrnher - Loyal Willi:on", and 
hi~ very perMmal perceptio ns of 
heing a " minority" within :o 
minority group . Though he is 
puhlic relations director for the 
group. in the context of the ani-
de, his perwnal views do not and 
should not speak for all mcmhers 
wuhin Lambda Force, nor docs 
he speak for the rest of the s tudent 
body. 
Despite what was reponed, at 
Lambda Force's discussions, 
everything does not revolve 
around "sex." At no time was Mr. 
Will iams forced to talk about sex, 
have sex with anybody, or partic-
ipate in any activity in or out of 
school which Lambda Force has 
sponsored. Lambda Force does, 
however, discuss topics like, does 
· sleeping w ith people of the same 
sex make one gay? And, whether 
"outing" someone as being gay is 
ethical, if they lie about their sex-
uality and then demean gays and 
lesbians. Education is priority one 
to all Lambda Force members. 
While we appreciate Mr. 
Williams ' active, he did so not 
out of "coercion" or .. recruit-
ment," as the article implied. If 
there was ever resentment about 
Mr. Williams being within the 
group, it was neither encouraged 
or condoned by ·Lambda Force. 
We encourage inclusion not prac-
tice exclusion. 
We . welcome people from 
every part of the sexuality contin-
uum. We do not ask anybody to 
identify their sexuality when they 
come to the group, or to prove 
how "queer" they are to get in the 
door. People are encouraged to 
look upon Lambda Force as a 
"safe space" for people to be 
whatever they want to be. We, of 
course, encourage as 
Shakespeare wrote - " to thine 
own self be true," - a practice 
which mainstream society is 
decidedly against for gays and 
lesbians. 
Veronica Drake 
Staff advisor to wmbda Force 
... with Chronicle ... 
The Chronicle published an 
article in the March 4 issue enti-
tled , "Lambda Force Baulcs 
Misperccptions." When we were 
first told o f the intention of the 
article, we (were I assured and 
reassured that this story would be 
treated fairly, accurately. objec-
tively and non-stcreotypically, as 
o ne would expect fo r any other 
organization on campus. 
We were made aware by the 
reporter o f the article that because 
they would be covering Lambda 
Force, the lesbian, gay. bisexual 
and transgcndered group. the 
Chronicle repo rters were all 
reluctant in volunteering to cover 
the story. Lambda Force, one of 
the most active s tudent groups a t 
Columbia, has received very little 
in the way of clJvcrage by the 
school newspaper. 
The reporter who did co ver the 
s to ry assured Lambda Force 
members that he would "he as 
o bjccti ve as possible ." 
Unfortunately, the story which 
was printed is far from objective! 
TI1c direction the article takes is 
obvious ly sensational, biased and 
blatantly homopho bic in its 
nature. scope and perspective. 
Lambda Force would like to 
object to the treatment that the 
Chro nicle gave the issues and 
enco urage everyo ne to submit let-
ters tu the Editor and articles 
protesting this higotry. 
Lambda Force , like every 
other student group on campus, 
has the right to a voice on cam-
pus . Columbia College is sup-
P'"cd to he an "equal opportuni-
ty" 'chool - "free of any dis-
crimimllion based on age, ra~,;c, 
color, creed, sex, re ligion. phys i-
cal handicap, sexual pre ference or 
national ur ethnic origin." 
As Co-president of Lamhda 
Force, I am extre mely irate at the 
totul un-profcssionalis rn that the 
Columbiu Chronicle hllll shown. I 
sincerely hope that in the future , 
the Columbia College community 
can expect more from their paper. 
... Coverage 
Victor Olvera 
Co-president 
Lambda Force 
I am writing in response to the 
article "Lambda Force battles 
misperceptions" in the March 4 
issue of the Chronicle. I am 
appalled to see a newspaper, 
which was recently given seven 
awards by the Ill inois College 
Press Assoc iation (!CPA), pro-
mote all of the common stereo-
types of homosexuality. 
Apparently the !CPA was blind to 
the biased opinions and alteration 
of quotes that the Chronicle prac-
tices. 
The title line of this article 
should not have included any 
mention of the Lambda Force 
because the article did not repre-
sent the Lambda Force in any 
fonn, instead, the article centered 
on the personal feelings and 
experiences of three members of 
the group. 
One of which, Loyal Williams, 
was misquoted, and then was 
identified as the public rela-
tions director of the group. 
By doing this, the Chronicle 
made it appear as if Loyal's per-
sonal feelings were those beliefs 
of the group- the very beliefs we 
fight agai nst. 
What I signify by misquota-
ti on is that the Chronicle staff 
took it upon themselves to take 
Loyal's statements out of context 
and place them around words 
which were intended to slander 
the homosexual community. 
The first example of this s lan-
dering can be seen in paragraph 
three, where the Chronicle prints, 
" ... Williams said admitting that 
there was pressure and what he 
calls 'selfishness,' on the group's 
part to get him to become gay and 
attend social events ." 
Then, the Chronicle printed, 
"But there have been other mis-
givings. Williams said that he 
cannot understand why every-
thing revolves around sex with 
his gay friends." 
These arc clearly two exam-
ples of the homophobia that we, 
the lcsbigay community. must 
fight against. Any respectable 
newspaper would have never 
printed filth like th is . If the 
Chro nicle would have been 
responsible enough to take time 
and research the LambdaForce 
more carefully, they would have 
realized that we arc not the sex 
hungry. recruiting demons they 
made us out to be. 
They would have seen that 
everything docs not revo lve 
around sex, and that we don' t 
recruit. We arc here to protect the 
lcshigay rights of the s tudents and 
to o ffer a fonn of support for 
those who need it. 
I feel that the Chronicle needs 
to become more educated with 
the lesbigay community, because 
right now. their reponing style is 
not any better than that of the 
Enquirer. 
Anthony J, C huchman 
Lambda Mnnber 
New Club Wants You! 
I am in the process of starting 
the Jewish Alliance club for the 
purpose of uniting the Jewish stu-
dents o f Columbia. We arc still 
too smull to he recogni7.ed by the 
school and that is why I hope this 
letter will help this club. 
Let me tell you u few things 
uhou t the club so thut you huvc 
enough to build from. The 
Jewish Alliance is open to all stu-
dents. I would like to stress that 
this club is not geared toward 
only religious students, or that it 
is only geared toward non-reli-
gious students. I am looking for a 
large mix of religious and 
non-religious students. 
Provided the club takes off, we 
have lots of ideas for various 
events. Most of the events will be 
both social and educational. 
Our next meeting will be on 
Friday March 15, 1996 at 3 p.m. 
in Room 304 of the 623 S . 
Wabash Campus. If you have any 
further questions, please feel free 
to call me (847) 674-9662, or 
send e-mail to 
akcs.fishman @vpnet.chi.il .us. 
Andy Fischofl' 
Student 
Photos Faked? 
The photojournalism images 
which have been published in the 
Columbia Chronicle in recent 
semesters have been far below 
the quality of images a student 
would expect from a school 
newspaper published at a school 
where students major in photo-
journalism. 
In the Feb. 19 issue, you pub-
lished the worst photojournalism 
images I have seen. But worse 
yet, you published images which 
have been greatly changed in 
Adobe Photoshop and reproduced 
them as straight photographs. 
If you change an image by 
placing the someone's face in a 
water puddle in the street or by 
placing the school's president 
Jo hn Duff in a strange outfit 
walking down the street and 
knocking down parking lot signs, 
you must label the image as 
anphoto illustration. 
You published four images 
which were changed on page 16 
and one changed o n page seven. 
The image on page seven is very 
disturbing because a reader may 
believe it is real. The image of the 
Chicago skyline with a heart-
shaped cloud in the foreground 
should have been labeled as a 
photo illus tration . 
If I were the security officer 
shown on the back page, sitting 
next to a well-known bomber and 
cr iminal , I would contact a 
lawyer. You have made him look 
bad for no reason . 
In one of the changed images 
you show Design Editor John 
Henry Biedennan in a puddle. 
Shame on John, he has used the 
Chronicle to promote himself and 
hi s work. John also broke a basic 
pho tojournalism rule. That is, 
stay out of the story. 
I believe John and the Photo 
Editor should write a le tter of 
apology to the students of 
Columbia and explain why these 
images were represented as 
straight photographs. 
The Ado be Photoshop 
changes that were made were not 
only done in bad taste, but were 
also done on a very low-quality 
level . The image of the Chicago 
skyline looks like the hean cloud 
was carved into the skyline with u 
butter knife on the negative. It is 
not a gnod reprcsentutio n of com-
puter imaging. 
TI1c C hronicle should work 
hurd to lind gaud photojournalists 
und enw urage its present shoot-
ers tu take the photojournalism 
dusses availahle at Columbia. 
And most important, if you 
change nn image in the computer 
you have to caption the photo-
graph us u photo illustration. 
Gt.'Orge LeClaire 
Student 
A Conspicuous 
Absence? 
On Friday, March I, 1996, Stu 
Feiler was walking to Columbia 
to meet a friend for lunch. He 
never made it. Stu's history of 
heart problems final ly caught up 
with him that day, when a mas-
sive heart attack ended his life. 
This in itself is tragic news; 
Stu Feiler was a good man and a 
great teacher. He had charm, 
charisma and a teaching method 
as unorthodox as his lifestyle. 
But a deeper tragedy was brought 
to light Monday evening at Stu's 
memorial service. 
Columbia College has always 
prided itself on being a "family" 
of professionals training future 
professio nals. Like in any family, 
nepotism and petty politics run 
rampant behind the genteel 
facade presented to strangers; the 
Journalism Department is no 
exception. 
Unfortunately, THIS "family" 
cannot seem to bury the hatcbet 
even long enough to bury a col-
league. Only one faculty member 
(part-time) and a small handful of 
students and alumni from this 
"family" even bothered to sbow 
up at the memorial service. 
Not a single full-time faculty 
member represented the 
Journalism Department. The 
room was overflowing with 
friends and colleagues of Stu's, 
but overall, Columbia was con-
spicuous in its absence. 
Although I have been able to 
look back at the time I spent at 
Columbia with a certain amount 
of pride and have always respect-
ed those who shared their wisdom 
and experience with me, I am 
sorry that now I feel only shame. 
I am ashamed (as an alumna of 
Columbia) that, of the three 
departments Stu Feiler worked in, 
no ne appreciated his efforts 
enough to send his widow so 
much as a sympathy card (yes, for 
those of you who give a damn, 
but simply did not hear the news, 
Stu and Michele were married in 
August of 1995). 
I am not only ashamed, but 
sickened that petty interdepart-
mental politics were apparently 
more important than basic human 
compassion and respect, especial-
ly in the media-related depart-
ments of this school. 
Although Stu Feiler could be 
difficul! to get along with at 
times, and he pushed his students 
to work harder than they wanted 
to, he gave a damn about the peo-
ple he worked with. It is sad to 
think that the reverse is not true. 
Leaving Columbia was diffi-
cult for Stu, and though he would 
never admit it, being shut out 
(professionally and socially) by 
his Columbia colleagues wound-
ed him. (I suspect that there are 
individuals who will be delighted 
to learn of this pain; I can only 
hope that there are others who 
will be vaguely ashamed of their 
part in this childish vendetta.) 
I am proud to call Stu Feiler 
teacher, mento r and friend . I 
respectfully invite others who 
benefitted from Stu's tutelage to 
do the same. On behalf of the few 
genuine friends Stu Feiler had at 
Columbia College. I would like to 
ex tend my deepest sympathies to 
Michele. 
Stu Feiler was one of those 
rnro individuals who was truly a 
teacher - he made n difference in 
nil of o ur lives, whether we want-
ed him to or not. 
Cris Heary 
Class of 1993 
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How's 
Your 
Steak? 
John Henry 
Biedennan 
Managing Editor 
Lambda chops, anyone? 
Y ou'll notice our Letters to the editor section should be called "Lambda to the 
editor" today. 
If you've read the articles on 
Lambda Force last week and have a 
brain, you'll see their letters as the 
crybaby, crack-pot writings they 
are. But I'll let you in on some 
background: 
Some members of oppressed 
communities develop a "persecu-
tion complex." They've been perse-
cuted for so long that it becomes 
part of their identity. There are a lot 
of people with that attitude in 
Lambda Force, and they happen to 
go to Columbia College, where 
political correctness is so rampant 
that it's sometimes sickening. But 
they can't handle that-they need 
to be persecuted. So they scrutinize 
the Chronicle, awaiting references 
they can twist into homophobia. 
Lambda constantly complains 
that we don't cover them enough. If 
they'd look outside their self-
absorbed world, they'd see that 
there are other events at Columbia. 
And I guess they haven't read the 
numerous pro-gay rights editorials 
we've printed. 
When we do cover them it sets 
off a string of hissy-fits. I can see 
why past Chronicle staffs may have 
neglected them. But we'll continue 
to cover them, and continue to pro-
duce pro-gay rights editorials, 
because that 's what we believe in. 
Maybe they should start their 
own paper, the "Persecution 
Post"-or have some of their mem-
bers write for the Chronicle. Then 
again, that would require the ability 
to adhere to length requirements 
(many can't make a point in less 
than four pages). 
••• 
WE INTERRUPT THIS COL-
UMN TO BRING YOU A 
SWINGER UPDATE: Last semes-
ter I profiled one "John the 
Swinger," who'd posted niers to 
form a "Group Marriage" discus-
sion group. 
I found that our swinging friend 
was not married, nor did he have a 
girlfriend, and when he turned hos-
tile, I assumed he was some horned-
up guy looking for kicks. Recently, 
I had my hypothesis confirmed. A 
friend of mine knows the swinger, 
and he's kept me up-to-date, while 
our polygamous pal remains 
unknowing. I have a mole! 
Operation Silver Swinger! 
I stumbled upon a nier similar to 
John's late last semester. I called the 
number listed and talked to Pat, 
who was looking to form a serious 
cooperative on consenting 
polygamy (what I was interested in 
reporting on to begin with). She 
hasn' t called back, but cla imed 
she' d been in a polygamous mar-
riage before, a lthough it ended in 
divorce (hmm. wonder why?). 
Pa t told me that John the 
Swinger had contacted her. but he 
was not allowed in her organiza-
tion. He had different motives: 
Diny love, lots of women and no 
commitments. 
I worked as a tutor in Academic 
Comput ing last summer, and 
promised students I'd mention them 
in my column. Sorry. I forgot to do 
it last semeste r, but here it is. Stop 
by and see me ' Especially those 
Korean ladies who were so afraid of 
me that they dropped the class 
before taking my help! And Gina. 
Nick, Sam ... And Hui-Ling. who 
was going to teach me some 
Chinese over the summer ... 
l'\bOs 
Youth and 'political deactivism' 
Those of us dubbed members of Generation X have many things to complain about. Rather than striving for success greater than our parents' (which has been the rule for much of American history), many of us now only dream of getting 
by. Our environment, our economies, our wars on poverty-everything, it seems-waxes 
further toward hopelessness by the day. It's a rather bleak future we've inheri ted. 
But whi le members of other generations undoubtedly feel some compassion for 
Generation X, we cannot condemn them for placing much of the blame where it belongs: 
on our own shoulders. We're more than willing to complain, but unmoved to take even 
the preliminary steps toward effecting change. 
As copy editor Yasmin Khan reports in her article, "Apathy, ignorance derail young 
voters" (see page I, this issue), of the 10 million eligible voters aged 21 -24, only 37.2 
percent were registered to vote in the 1994 congressional elections, and of that number, 
only 16.5 percent actually voted. And although Columbia prides itself, rightfully, on 
many things, political activism is not one of them. When our Journalism Department held 
its voter registration drive from Feb. 12 to 20, only 93 of our students registered, and I 0 
of those were on-duty registrars. 
The reasons we've heard for this lack of involvement run the gamut. Some say they 
feel their vote doesn't matter, while members of the population aged 65 and above, for 
instance, have legislators catering to them. One need only look to the arguments taking 
place in Congress to see the difference: None of the proposed GOP cuts have been 
addressed with as much caution as Medicare. 
While this argument has merit on the surface, the reasons are blatantly apparent: Of 
those aged 65 and above, voter turnouts of 75 percent and more are the norm. We need 
look no further for the reasons that youth-oriented issues, like student loans and even 
public school systems, are deemed unimportant in government: We don ' t vote. And 
while the Clinton-Gore campaign of 1992 saw a temporary rise in youth voting through 
an extensive MTV campaign, therein lies the problem: Nobody should have to reach out 
to us. Our futures hang precariously in the balance. 
There was no MTV in 1968, when more than half of those aged 2 1-24 voted in the 
presidential election. At that time, college students influenced our world in more ways 
than voting. A marvelous trend began among the young people of our nation, organizing 
protests against government action they deemed wrong, like the Vietnam war, and 
addressing problems like police brutality at local governmental meetings through the 
youth-led Black Panthers and the American Patriots. 
Regardless of the reasons Columbia students give for not voting, the key factor boils 
down to laziness. For the Chronicle's March 4 edition, our Face Value question, " If you 
had to vote for a Republican presidential candidate, whom would you vote for and why?" 
not one of the students polled even answered the question. Of the responses received, a 
frightening ignorance concerning even the names of the candidates was exhibi ted. 
One student quoted in Ms. Khan 's article said she would be more interested in voting 
when she has children. Unfortunately, tomorrow's problems begin today: Our children 
will inherit the publ ic schools, the student loan system and the economy we legislate 
now. As cliche as it sounds, now more than ever, tomorrow may be too late. 
As much as our generation may complain today, our children will have far greater rea-
son to say: It 's a rather bleak future we've inherited. Are we prepared to be accountable 
for that? 
The Chronicle invites readers to send letters and comments to the editor. 
Please direct all correspondence to: 
Letters to the editor, Room 802, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, JL 60605. 
You may also send e-mail to: 
Chronicle @ dns. colum. edu 
Letters may be edited for clarity and length. 
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Love is near-sighted 
What in normal tcm1s would be considered a cheap bastard, 
becomes a careful investor. What 
in sane terms would be considered 
a babbling idiot, becomes a deep 
intellectual philosopher. The fact 
that he wanted to pierce his tongue 
seemed "so cute" at the time, but 
in retrospect, stupid. 
When you're in love, it's funny 
how you can overlook things. It's 
like a steamroller plows you down. 
leaving you paralyzed for life, but 
everything is all right as long as 
you still have your "Pookie." 
What the hell is going on when 
you ' re in love? Do o ur eyes 
become clouded over like some 
overcast sky, unable to distingui sh 
sun from cloud or cuteness from 
reality? 
That joke he liked to tell, over 
and over and over, was so funny. 
Then. But so annoying. Now. Was 
it really funny to begi n with? 
Probably not. 
Why is it that in love, we can 
pretty much put up with anything? 
It's because in reality, if we were 
to bear down and really be our-
selves, no one would be together. 
No one. Hence the saying, a litt le 
give and take. 
Many of us arc just so happy to 
have something lo call our own 
that we will accept the good with 
the bad and the ugly. Take 
"Leaving Las Vegas," for example. 
Elisabeth Shue, the savvy pros-
titute, and Nicolas Cage, the pitiful 
drunk, are a match made only for 
some twisted, unrealistic world. It 
took me ages to drag myself out to 
see this film because I knew it -was 
going to play out like a s ick, 
pathetic wannabe romance. 
He asks her to never ask him to 
stop drinking. He knows the only 
way she can survi ve financially is 
to prostitute. They accept it. Gi ve 
me a break! The who le time I 
wanted to yell, "Go 10 AA, for 
Christ's sake '" and "Get a real 
job!" but the usher started to give 
me dirty looks when I started 
squirming in my scat, unable to 
take it anymore. 
"You're my angel. coming to 
save me," says Cage to Shuc. 
HELLO ' Am I the only one in this 
audience that fi nds that li ne a little, 
sha ll we say, stupid'! I find watch-
ing a falling anvil from a cloudless 
sky in an "Animaniacs" cartoon 
more believable. 
Being in lo ve is a euphori c 
experience. If your loved one were 
to te ll you to jump, you'd say, 
"How high?" If your lo ved one 
were to ask you to jump off the 
Scars Tower, you'd say, "From 
what noor, dear'!" 
Love is also ti me-consuming. 
You fi nd yourself doing things you 
wouldn' t ordinarily do. Like call-
ing for no reason but to hear his 
voice, wearing those shoes that 
dri ve him crazy, going to sec those 
Japanese-animated movies and 
allowing him to get that stupid 
tongue ring. 
If Wcb, tcr defines love as a 
strong, passionate affection fo r 
someone for whom you do crazy 
thi ngs and don't act like yourself, 
dear Cupid pass me by. 
But if Webster defines love as a 
strong, passiona te affection for 
someone with whom you feel at 
total case and never want to be 
without, dear Cupid here I am. 
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Tiffany Lomax, a Buddy blues fan. 
The success of Buddy Guy 's 
Legends is due mainly on the com-
Some of the biggest names in the fortable atmosphere at the club. The 
music business have performed at c lub has very reasonably priced 
this cozy club just a few streets drinks, food specials, pool tables and 
down from Columbia College's a dance noor if the music has that 
Wabash campus. Buddy Guy's type of effect on you. 
Legends at 754 S. Wabash has been "The way people arc treated plays 
host to celebrities such as Otis Rush. a big part in the success of a club. 
Eric Clapton. and Stevie Ray We want to provide a home-like 
Vaughan. atmosphere for our guests ," said Joe 
"We have all kinds of celebrities Lo, Head Doorman. 
coming in here. from Dan Akroyd to Another interesting feature of the 
Z:Z Top,'' said bar- c lub is the blues 
tender Brent Pullia . ....---- ---------, m em o r a b i I i a 
Buddy Guy's 'WI-JA T 8uddy Gu , throughout the 
Legends has 1 J " entire club. The 
allractcd a wide u:gen ' walls arc a col-
variety of famous lagc o f gold 
faces from across 'WI-J{;R{;: 754 South records, grammy 
the globe. W./ob.c"h awards and 
Celebrities such as count less pic-
~i~';:;~l Lc:~~~~~: 'WI-J{;N: Q pen 7 J"'l' ,, w~e~ ~~~:lcas~dAf~~~~~~ 
Keanu Reeves, and • Sun I h .~"' 5 P"' 7 0 '"' green tinsel 
even Bruce • ~riJChj 4 p r., 7 (:t r., dress that was 
Springsteen have • S"tu•·d•'·l s p"' '· , , ,., worn by KoKo 
been guests at the . Taylor in 1957 is 
nightclub. 1-JQ'W MUCI-J: ~ 5 on · one of the more 
"We try to pro 1 1 1 1 prominent arti -
'd r bl- "'"''• • "·I' ~8 S 8 on "'ee~cno. facts. Another vt c a com.orta c 1 r ,-. 
3 lnt0SphCfC fo r r- 'Y't.!e p 1 ~ 1 e~ 1 ' re <j ver, ~Vl' J.Jn pi CCC Of fli .SlOry 
everyone who I h "' is Enc Clapton 's 
comes here. There '-------------' gui tar after his 
is such a mix: we November 1994 
get suits. tourists. south-siders and 
north-sidcrs,'' said Jason 
Blankenship. gcnrral manager. 
The club fea tures loca l bands dur-
ing the week such as Howard and 
The White Boys. and on weekends 
trave ling bands arc highlighted. On 
March I . for example. the audience 
sat riveted li stening to John 
Hammond. With his harmonica 
glued to his mouth, and guitar rest-
ing on his lap, he was a sight to 
behold as his body moved to the 
music. 
But the club isn't j ust for profes-
sionals. Monday nights arc reserved 
for up-and-coming musicians who 
want to strut their stuff in front of an 
audience. "This is very popular, and 
the audience is very supportive of 
new faces o n stage,'' said 
Blankenship. 
"Blues has no color. it speaks to 
everyone who wants to listen,'' said 
performance. 
You can expect to 'cc Buddy 
Guy. the club owner. silting incon-
spicuously among the crowd, enjoy-
ing the music he loves. " ( would 
advise everyone to try out all hlues 
clubs in Chtcago and develop their 
own opinion. I'm not 111 love w1th 
one type of music. There 's enough to 
go around for everybody." smd Guy. 
Since Buddy Guy 's Legends is 
located so close to Columbia, Guy 
is. in a sense. part of our community. 
"( will try to help anybody I can 
at Columbia College," he said. 
Buddy Guy's Legends also tries 
to especially auract the residents of 
the South Loop. Residents living in 
60602, 60605 and 60606 zip code 
listings are given free passes for 
Sunday through Thursday. 
"We want to be pan of the growth 
occurring in the South Loop area," 
said Blankenship. 
outh 
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Colu01bia tunes in to Electronic Newsletter 
By April Knox 
Correspondent 
As you patiently wait for an e levator in the lobby 
of the Main building o r the Wabash building, you 
can't miss one o f Columbia's newest ente rta ining 
educational aid: The Columbia College Electronic 
Newsletter (CCEN). 
CCEN i~ a vis ual bu lle ti n that shows programs 
on a continuo us basis in 30 minute intervals. It 
remains the o nly system of mass campus communi-
cation for faculty, staff, students and vis ito rs. 
A tale nted and experienced team of 35 advanced 
televisiOn students s hoot, produce and cdi I the 
news letter on a weekly bas is, resu lt ing in an ex trav-
aganza of news, exclusive interviews, enterta in-
ment and information concerning the Columbia 
Communit_y. " I like the Electron ic Newsletter," sa id 
magazine JOUrnali sm major Diane Bell. 
Bell admits that although s he spends most o f her 
time in the Torco bui lding ( which doesn' t have 
acuu to CCEN), \ he make' a special effort to sec 
it. " It's very informal and it keeps me in tunc with 
what' ' goi ng on at Columbia." Bell 's res ponse 
regarding the ne ws le tter's e;~~istencc is euctly what 
Provost Mark Kelly had in mind when he come up 
with the idea. 
Acwrding to Tim Dens mo re, full- time television 
faculty me mbe r and CCEN's coord ina to r/lead 
instructor, CCEN was planned in a se ries of brain-
storminJ meetings du ring the summer of 1994. 
"When the elettronic news letter began. it was on 
more of a s lo wer tempo," says De nsmore. " Now, It 
Photo by Laura St()(lcfc«r 
TIM Electronic Newaletter both lnfornu and 
ene.rtalna •tudenl;!t and lllculty. 
h'•• a lot of nice effects, and each acmes ter, It gell 
better and better. Last fall was awesome, and now 
everyone knows abou t the newsle tte r." 
The CCEN team consists of students currently 
enrolled in "Producing The Electronic Newsletter," 
which emphasizes techniques of intra-o rganization-
al communications through interviews and on-site 
production; " Directing Production II: THE INTER-
VIEW," which helps develop directing s kills 
specifically for both ta lk-show and interview for-
mat; " Advanced Production Techniques;" and 
"Independent Study for Edi tors." The students edit 
to finali ze the production wi th what is called a 
" Media Composer," a non-linear. s tate-of-the-art 
editing system. 
Densmore added that the CCEN team operates so 
well because the students work e;~~tremely well 
together and work at least two weeks in advance. 
" It's hard work, but the students enjoy it and lithe 
same time, continue to receive lots of experience." 
Densmore c redits the overwhe lming success to a 
combination of the remarkable: work of the stu-
dents. the excellent guidance given by Instructors 
and tho support of the viewers and tho e who par-
ticipate in bringing the ne ws letter "alive." 
" Unlike when it first began, now everyone 
knows about the news letter," Densmore explains. 
"Everyone has been really cooperative, and as a 
result. we' ve: gotten areat rcspon cs from thole who 
have participated In maklna It a suc:ccsa." CCEN 
cncouraaes Columbia students to submit Ideas, 
unnouncements of up-and-c:omlna cventa or MY 
Information that would benarlt or enllall~en 
Columbia 'a faculty, staff and atuclcntl. 
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'Four Way Window Pane' does it their own way 
By Jeff Mores 
Correspondent 
Almost every avid music 
fan has been handed a sample 
tape or demo cassette of some 
new and supposedly up-and-
coming band. A couple years 
later, that same freebie is col-
lecting dust at the bottom of a 
heaping pile of music in the 
corner of the room, not even 
worthy of a fresh dusting. 
Sound familiar? 
If you are s till waiting for 
that one-in-a-million demo to 
hit your cassette deck, your 
wait is now over. Four Way 
Window Pane, a new 
Chicago-based foursome, 
will literally hit you from all 
directions with its beyond 
unique album, "The Minute." 
Four Way Window Pane 
boasts a sound that can bes t 
be described as "Floydian" 
with a touch of the blues. It is 
definitely a rock 'n ' roll band, 
but at the same time, there is 
more t.o the music than just hammer-
ing on one chord for half an hour. 
Tracks such as "Apart" and "Life's 
Eternal Angel" are very capable of 
sending the lis tene r 's mind into 
dreamland with incredible psychedel-
ic guitar sounds. Songs like "Jacks In 
The Box" and "Head In The Toilet" 
are a bit more hard-driving, yet sti ll 
show signs of blues and classical 
influence. 
Rhythm/lead guitarist Matthias 
began working on songs with his 
brother, Markus Hein (vocals, key-
board, guitar) in 1993. By September 
of 1994, long-time friend Shawn 
McClinton (bass, guitar, vocals) and 
rookie hotshot drummer Ryan 
Murphy joined the brothers to form 
Four Way Window Pane. 
The band did not waste any time in 
.. 
1995, jumping on every opportunity 
to get its name out. Four Way 
Window Pane has taken its sounds to 
venues such as the Riviera, Beat 
Kitchen, Thurston 's and After Shock. 
Matthias says the response has 
been "very positive" so far, and that 
the foursome has had a very unique 
chemistry right from the start. The 
band attributes much of its early suc-
cess to the fact that each member 
comes from a very different musical 
background, which really rubs off in 
the song writing. 
Speaking of song writing, Four 
Way Window Pane is currently work-
ing on a new collection of songs that 
they hope to have completed and 
recorded in the very near future. 
Matthias explains that "The Minute" 
"was a product of some initial 
attempts" and, despite its positive 
response, "the new album should far 
exceed it." 
Four Way Window Pane will be 
bringing its show to Taboo Two on 
Friday, March 15 and to the Heartland 
Cafe on Saturday, March 23. To wrap 
up the month, the band will return to 
the Beat Kitchen on Wednesday, 
March 27. For information on 
upcoming shows or how to get your 
hands on a cassette, write Visual 
Records, P.O. Box 1202, Northbrook, 
IL 60062. 
"Our goal is to sign a good record 
contract, keep writing songs and keep 
on playing," Matthias stresses. 
This is a band loaded with poten-
tial that is sure to make a lot of noise 
in coming months. Give "The 
Minute" a listen. You will not be dis-
Hokin Gallery 
Witooss tho. translofmauon of cn..-gy a• the icQfloda•v Joc<te Chan .,!uses films 
vnth humor and charactm dfi\'On stones while gwu"J ;Jo'Jd!Ofl(;e~ r.xtraOfdmary 
stunts that am unparailc!<ld anywhere"' tre world! 
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North side theater aims to be annoying 
By Christine Lock 
Staff Writer 
C a n you think o f anything beller 
than bringing a s ix-pac k. rec lining o n 
a sofa and watching a hilario us improv 
or musical? The Annoyance Theater, 
located at 3747 N. C lark St .. is the 
place to he on a Thursday. Friday o r 
Salurday nighl. 
"The g rea t appeal made a name fo r 
itsel f fo r people who don ' t normally 
come 10 theate r." says ac tor Mark 
Suu on. w ho has hccn wi th the 
Ann oyance s ince it began in 1987. 
T hat was the yea r founder and directo r 
Mic k Napier assembled a group o f 
friends to slarl creat ing orig inal wo rks 
th rough improvisation. 
The Annoyance was o rigi na ll y 
located a t Be lmont and Wihon. the n 
moved to Broad way south of Bc lmonl. 
II is now l oca~cd on Nonh C lark 
Strccl. jus t pas t Me tro. 
"We 've had three d ifferent homes; 
each time it is in a b igge r place," says 
Sullon. 
During the pas t seven years the 
Annoyance has establi s hed it se lf as 
one o f the most pro lific and innova-
tive comedy theate r compan ic> in the 
United Stat es. The company has pro-
duced over 45 o ri gina l mus ical s and 
plays. The Annoyance is now a 
di verse g roup o f p rofessio nal e nter-
tainers who put on producti ons suc h as 
" His10ri cal I hys- te r- ' i-ke l j." an 
improvisalional comedy where they 
"bas ta rdi ze everything yo u tho ught 
you knew about his tory" (Thursda ys 
at 8:30 p.m.). The cast goes to the 
audience for aciUal his torical events. 
the n use s the events to improvise 
charac ters, s10ries a nd scenes. "We 
cover the g lo be ," Sullon says. 
" Diny People o n Icc ." a n a ll-
improvised show whe re the couches 
a nd c ha irs a rc arra nged in the m idd le 
o f the room and the <JUicr c ircle is the 
stage, shows every Friday night at 
8:30 p.m .. On Fridays and SaiUrdays 
at I 0 :3 1 p.m ., you c an find "Co-ed 
Prison Sluts," a hilarious late-night 
mus ical which is the bigges t show and 
longcsHunning musical in the his tory 
o f Chicago. " Ho t Mo nkey Pie" 
(Saturdays at 8:45 p.m.) features 
se ven di stinct s tories that go beyond 
the no rmal boundaries o f time and 
place. " Ho t Monkey Pic" is played 
out by a cast o f 12 who combine lo 
forming in 
plays in high 
school and in 
co ll ege , 
Suuon decid-
ed he really 
liked acting 
and never 
stopped. How 
does Suuon 
fee l about 
opportunity to exp lore more avenues 
like dramatics." 
The theater 's future? Sutton thinks 
Annoyance s hould "keep the nice 
thing going here, use the talent and 
push o ut in other ways" suc h as inde-
pendent films and TV pilots " so what 
70 people saw tonight 1,000 can like." 
Photo.< courte.ry of The Annoyance Theater 
Cast members from current Annoyance Theater productions, "Co-Ed prison 
Slut•" (a bove) and " Hot Monkey Pi" (above, right). 
The Annoyance Theater has sent 
many actors to major film and televi-
s ion projects including NBC's 
"Saturday Night Live," " Late Night 
with Conan O ' Brien" and Comedy 
Central 's "Exit 57." ponray 43 different c haracte rs. II also 
feature' the most elaborate set and 
li ghting dcs•gns ever fo r a n 
Annoyance production. "II is like 
· Kids in the Hall . ... hut o n c rac k." 
Sulton says. "The Sc re w Puppies" a 
" ra p id. vic io us. improvi sation." plays 
very late Saturday nighl. 
Suuon 's career stan cd in Ind iana. 
whe re he wen t to college to >t udy 
hroadca~t journa li sm wi1h a concen-
tration in spo rt s casting. Prom per-
improv'? 
" You ne ve r know what is go ing to 
happe n," he says. " We ' re fak ing it the 
whole way." 
There are 35 actors in the company, 
though not all perform at the same 
time . Each acto r has a full-time job o r 
other projects . The only actor who can 
say he has never missed a show is the 
dog " Kaluah ," who can be seen in 
"C o-ed Prison Sluts." The o rig inal 
ca st re turns to per form "Sluts" on 
Apri l 19 a nd 20. Fo r more informa-
tion, ca ll the Annoyance Theater at 
(3 12) 929-6200. 
How do you " fa ke it." and yet make 
it look so easy '' The key is the theater 
atmosphe re. "The re laxed atmosphere 
makes it eas ier to have fun." 
S ullo n 's number o ne persona l 
a mbitio n: ''I'd love to keep being able 
to do the s tuff I love but to get paid a 
lo t more ." he says. ' 'I'd a lso like the 
hillary r. 
kalish 
scholarship 
The Hillazy R. .KallJh Scholanhip - established to 
assist students who are lacing di1ficuJt medical and 
financial challenges as they compte~ their studies 
at Columbia College. 
Students may be enrolled tun-time or part-time 
and must demonstrate motivation, persistence and 
financial need. Maximum award (for a tull-timt~ 
student) will be $2500.00 for the acadeDUc yetu. 
Application foi"'D.. and details available through: 
Office of Financial Aid, 600 s. Michigan. 
Room 303, OR 
Office of the Associate Provost, 600 S. Michigllll, 
Room300 
application 
deadline: 
tnay :I.,. :1.998 
Coho.....,• Col .... C ........ 
• oo ........ MI..., .. _ ---. 
C ttlo..,o, 111 ltCMIOa 
:asa.ee*'-1•oo 
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Columbia College Chicago Presents: 
Women's Voices 
A Celebration of Women's History 
March 
18 19 20 21 25 27 28 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Monday Wednesday Thursday 
11 :00-1 :00 p.m. 11 :00- 12:00 p.m. 11 :00a.m. 
Documentary "Women "Who Owns the 
Film: and Cllohal House Anyway?! 
Ana Mendieta: Connections'' Women and the 
Tierra de Fuego With Jennifer Culture of 
With Ncreida IfilL Guest Building in West 
Garcia-Ferraz, Speaker Africa" 
Director and Room 709 With !kern Okoye, 
Raqucl Mendieta Wahash professor of Art 
Hokin Gallery History, 
Northwestern 
University 
Hokin Hall 
2:00-3:00 p.m. 2:00-4:00 p.m. 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
"Dancing in the Songs, Stories, A Poetry Reading 
Light" and Spirituals by Gwendolyn 
Featuring Nana With Dr. Jean Brooks 
Shineflug- Lightfoot, Dean of 
Dance Students and Ferguson Theater 
Performance Emily Hooper, 
Hokin Annex Story Teller 
llokin Gallery 
5:00-7:00 p.m. 5:00 -7:00p.m. 5:00-7:00 p.m. 
Opening Chicngo Women 1be Belle of 
Celebration of i\mhcrst 
Reception Accmnplishmcnt A One woman 
Photographic l'nncl Discussion play based on the 
Images of Women with: Dr. Oloria life of Emily 
by Women Jackson Bacon, Dickinson 
With Karla llclcn Valdez l'crfonncd by: 
Austin, Moderator: Gigi Buffington 
Percu.'ISionist Christine 
HokinAimex Somcrvill llokin Hall 
llokin Annex 
Sponsored by: 
Student Life and Development 
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I'm soooooo confused--
but I guess less is best 
Less makeup, less color, less money and less hassle--sometimes, to 
look really good, you have to keep it really simple 
Have you ever wondered sex) if the editor would say according to some editors 
why men and women who less sex is best for the skin (who I will not name), is 
enjoy spending their money or something stupid like called "Bright and Clear." 
on the latest fashion and that. And the editors could Do you have any idea what 
cosmetic trends are con- not show their face in public "Bright and Clear" means? I 
fused? Well, they should be either. I know sex has noth- don ' t. On one side, we are 
confused if they believe that ing to do with fashion. but I to wear colorful clothes. 
everything the fashion edi- told you that people who They' re also supposed to be 
tors put in their magazine is love fashion are a little con- clear--but colorful clothes 
the gospel truth. fused. are not "clear." 
Imagine that all the We the people have heard Some people's faces, 
clothes you bought two it all , and the edi tors are because of their skin tone, 
weeks ago are now out of starting to sound like reruns, appear washed out when 
style (no longer fash ion- saying the same thing over they wear bright colors and 
able). Says who? sheer lipstick. 
I'm not throwing nd· • ..L;_ And what are 
out my good old ·nte ~ ptQBfe /jave fieartl tt ail, a1llf Jne· bright and clear 
clothes and I'm etflt:orl are 'i-/-n.,/,"n6 to SOtJtU{ h&- reruns. colors anyway? I 
not giving them to . .J;: --21.u;;.,,. ~ 1 guess it 's what 
no goodwill store. sll!JfhB me same ..... 'lJ 0'1/t:r U1JU. O'Ver. you see in the 
My sympathy pictures to your 
goes out to anyone right. The models 
who lives by the fashion and over. And my beloved they are both wearing less. 
words. The spring '96 fore- fashions are starting to look The girl model is wearing a 
cast has just hit the news- like the clothes from the last cropped, boxy jacket with a 
stands for us middle class two seasons ago. This is one pair of slim-leg, flat-front 
folks. Which is unfair, since of the reasons many people pants. This translates to less 
none of us could attend won't give away their leather in the coat and less 
Fashion Week on Seventh clothes. Just look into your fabric in the pants. And her 
Avenue in New York last closets and you ' ll see what nail color required less dye 
year. we are talking about. to produce white. You can't 
I'll te ll you what the e-d- Where has the creativity see it, but the male model is 
i-t-o-r-s are claiming to be in fashion design gon~? wearing high-tech fabric 
The Gospel for spring '96 Please tell me that there are and shine, which men nor-
fashion season: Less, Less, fashion designers in the mally do not wear with a 
Le~s! I..,ess m.ake-up, fe.wer world who have new ideas white johnny-collar sweater. 
clothes-BUT tnank God for fashion that has not been The downside of the 
they didn ' t say less sex. seen before. Is it not possi- "less is best" theory is that 
Some folk s would drop ble to design something we the price for less clothes is 
dead (if they already have never seen before? higher. 
haven't from unprotected This new old look, 
Sandra 
Tavlor 
Fa;hion \Vriter 
Sprin~: silhourt!l' tal ri~:htl : a 
cropped. hox~ jal·kl•l "ith 
slim ll'l:• nat frnnl pauls. 
Charlrrusr pll·alhrr jacket. 
$26~. \\hill' 1.\ rca mock 
nl·ck. $~:!. \\hill; II\ Jon/satin 
paul . $1~~ .. \11 h~ li<:IIG. 
lligh-lech fabric and shine is Ill'\\ 
in out\\ear for men tat left). 
Siher trench h\' Letters, $165. 
\\ hile johnn~ c;>llar S\1 rater h) 
Cousin .lohnll), $65. llrh h) 
Kl·nnrlh Cole, $36. 
1 5 
NEED$$$ FOR SCHOOL? CLASSIFIED ADS 
IPU:fii~!PLIJ® 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
YEAR ROUND PART-TIME JOBS FOR 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
• E ARN $7.00 TO $7.50 AN HOUR 
• $1.00/ HR. TUITION CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS 
• WORK UP TO 5 HOURS A DAY 
• JOBS AVAILABLE FOR LOADERS. 
UNLOADERS & DOCK DATA ENTRY 
• RAISES EVERY 90 DAYS/PAID HOLIDAYS 
AFTER 1 YR. 
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION 
Shlfb Available ( Mondey-f'rlday) 
Sunrise 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 
Mlci-Day 12:00 p .m. to 4 :30 p.m. 
Twilight 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p .m . 
Night 12:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m. 
Reqult"em enta 
• You must be 18 years or older 
• You must be able to provide your 
own transportation 
• You mus t be able to work a 
manual labor job 
87TH STREET 
.. 6833 West 75th Street 
Bedford Park. ILLINOIS 60638 
• (708) 594-1855 
EMPLOYMENT 
• 
NaHonal Parks an" now hiring S4?asonal & 
full-time nationwide in the fo llowi11g 
positio11s: 
.,.,.,,., ....... 
. ,..,. ,..,.,, 
• flrtlltll*n 
Excclll'llt bcnetits and bonuses! For mor" info. 
.:all: 
CRUISE JOBS 
Students Needed! 
flam up to $2,000+ per month working 
for Cruise. World Travel tJ-tawau, 
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal 
and Full-Time employment available. No 
experience necessary. For ,111orc 
mtormation call: e;k · ~ 
C111isr l:mplo.'f""'"t Stn>icts . 
(206)971-3550 . ; : 
Ext. C57132 -
TRAVEL 
HOT SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
PADRE! PADRE! PADRE! 
1-800-328-7513 
FREE FOOD & DRINK PACKAGES 
http:\www.studentadvtrav.com 
FINANCIAL AID 
FREE Money is current:ly available lor 
Coilege Students Nationwide. Over )II 
Billion i.n aid i.s now available from 
private sector g ra111s &: scholarships. All 
students are eligible to n.•<;cive some sort 
of aid regardless of grades, illwm.,, v• 
parent's income. Let us help you. For 
more infonnation call: 
Student Financial Services 
1-800-263-6495 ext . . 1'57132 
FUND RAISERS 
Motivated groups needed to earn $500 + 
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas and retail 
cards. 
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of 
groups raise the money they need. 
Call Gina at (800) 592- 212I ext. 198. 
Free CD to qualified callers. 
FAST FUNDRAISER· RAISE $500 IN 
5 DAYS- GREEKS, GROUPS. CLUBS, 
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, 
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION 
(800) 862-1982 EXT. 33 
SERVICES 
Internatiollf.JM~.~,J,.J;ir~.JI., 
Program avairabici-~~<m m<-
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a good whip-ping Get prepared for 
"' "" ' . 
By Ryan Healy 
Entertainment /;'ditnr 
'The most important thing to us is to 
write good songs and go out and play them 
to whoever wants 10 hear them:· says John 
Miller. vocali't and hass player for local 
trio Pi,tol Whipped. ··w e' re honest ahout 
what we do. without pretensions. We don't 
take ourselves too 'erinusly either. That's 
imponant to us too." 
P~>to l Whipped IS John Miller. 29, for· 
mcrl y of Hai"hirt. h~> ,i,tcr. Columbia 
'tudent Lauric Miller. 22 ( lead guitar. 
\C>C.Ih,l), and drummer Shelley / .. awad1k 1. 
21. aJ,o a Columbia student. All three arc 
from flridgcport . 
P"tol Whipped is a band that i> not 
abou t to conform to any >landards. 
lnnucnccd by Black Sabbath . the Pixies 
and Sonic Youth. their music can best be 
dcsuibcd as eclectic . Heavy guitars :~rc 
interlaced with melodic vocals, creating a 
>ound which is ultimately hard 10 catego-
rize. And the vocal team of John and 
Lauric helps create a sound which distin· 
guishcs them from a myriad of o ther 
bands. 
" I think a lot of bands aren't focusing 
on their voca ls enough," says Lauric. 
"When we go out to sec bands, we rarely 
ever sec a band with really good vocals. II 
seems to be something that's lacking. So 
the music might be cool, but the vocals 
aren't there. We feel like we have good 
vocals and we have cool music." 
Pistol Whipped's songs run the gamut , 
from religion to politics to li ving. There 
arc >ongs about being gay (John is gay), 
songs about li ving in a male-dominated 
society, and songs about experiencing 
everyday emotions. 
"They' re not simple minded songs," 
says Lauric. "We definitely want to talk 
about things. but we try to do it in a more 
uni versal way. One problem with some 
bands is being too esoteric. Like 'this is 
my problem and no one else can relate to 
it. "' 
Being a band mate and song writer with 
her brother has been a natural transition 
for Laurie. 
" In the beginning there was this kind of 
worry that John wasn't going to take me as 
seriously, because there was this weird 
dynamic hctwccn us where he was up here 
and I was down here, but it hasn't really 
been that way. John and I play really well 
together. We really connect. From the very 
first time that we got together and played, 
we just knew ' this is it. this is going to 
happen."' 
And how docs Shelley fi t into the 
scheme of things'' 
"Shelley is almost the perfect drum-
mer." '"Y' Lauric. "She knows her place 
"' the drummer, hut :,he also contributes 
idea,. She\ also a really good sponta-
neous drummer." 
Pistol Whipped has been together since 
January of 1994, playi ng clubs such as 
Lounge Ax, Thurston 's, Phyliss's and the 
now defunct Czar Bar. But findi ng their 
niche in the Chicago music scene is some-
thing the band is still struggling with. 
" I don 't know what the hell is going on 
here," says Laurie. "I've seen bands that 
arc trying to be New World, like Poi Dog 
Pondering and Peat Moss. There's a Pearl 
Jam-csque thing going on, and there's this 
sort of indie sound, like noise, like art· 
noise. Our music is sort of poppy, almost 
like catchy. so I don't know where we fit 
into the whole thing. There's no concrete 
scene going on here, it's all over the place. 
That's really hard about Chicago. There's 
sort of th is coldness going on, like people 
arc out to stab you in the back. You very 
rarely meet friendly bands who are willing 
to help you, give you advice. Instead they 
want to shove you off the stage." 
John agrees. 
" I think the Chicago music scene needs 
a big boost," says John. "Clubs have to get 
back to promoting good music instead of 
perpetuating the cliquey thing that's been 
going on here. What has happened in the 
last few years with the success of the 
Smashing Pumpkins, Urge Overkill . Liz 
Phair, etc. hasn' t done anything to help 
promote a cool attitude in this city. It's 
pretty damned cold in this 'hotbed.' For a 
city thi s size, there's a very small scene 
here." 
Along with 
not fitting into 
a scene, Pistol 
Wh ip ped 
faces another 
obstacle. A 
year and a half 
ago, Lauric 
began experi-
encing pains 
in her shoul· 
dcrs. arms and 
hands. In 
August. she 
was diagnosed 
w i I h 
Fibromyalgia. 
a condi tion 
similar to 
arthritis which 
can affect any 
part o f the 
body but is The eclectic sounds of Pistol Whipped were heard recently at 
most _prom I· Lounge Ax, at 2438 N. Lincoln Ave. 
nent m the 
arms and shoulders. Like arthritis, the pain then get dumped on your ass. We don't 
is worse some days than others, but is want that to happen to us. We want t_o be 
a lways present. The condition caused hke Some Youth. We want to pay the light-
Pistol Whipped to stop playing for a while. mg b1 lls for a record comp'!l~Y· We want to 
Furthermore, the condition has been both be the1r staple. We don t want to be 
physically and mentally demanding for dum~ nat on our faces tJ:ecause we had a 
Lauric. one-h1t wonder on the rad1o. 
" I watched the Bcatles' 'Let It Be"' "We don ' t have any gimmicks. Our 
says Lauric. "And I felt sad that they rc~l- philosophy is if we keep on doing what we 
ly spent a lot of time playing, and that's want to do and be truthf~l to what we arc 
what I always wanted to do, and I did do and who we ~re, and don I try to bend and 
that for a long time. 1 can ' t play as much break accordmg t_o what other ~op!e say 
now because it's physically impossible, and what they thmk, then we're gomg to 
which kind of hurts me because I want to somewhere.'' 
write songs and it's kind of hard to 
progress in writing songs when you can' t 
play a lot. And we can't play longer then 
one or two hours. so it cuts down on our 
rehearsal time too." 
And where docs Laurie see Pistol 
Whipped going in the future? 
"It seems like we' re getting back to this 
era of one-hit wonders, and it's Q-101 
that's perpetuating it. We 're losing this 
underground thing. We' re getting to this 
point where you have to have a one-hit 
wonder and get signed to a major label and 
CERTAIN CONFUSION 
Face Value Hy l\atalie Battaglia 
If you could bring one musician back from the dead. who would it he'! 
Sean l'ope 
DeMII(n 
Senior 
Johnny Thunde rs 
hccuu~c l [~gy Pop i~ still 
ahvc. 
"'---~-····"-' 1\ma G. Mcl'hersnn Film 
Junior 
Murvin Gnyc. 
Nathun Jnrdun 
Film 
Sophomol't' 
Air Supply. I think 
cvcryhudy nt Columbiu 
woulll bu completely 
cnthrnllcll If Air Supply 
puts on n " Ucnven 
FI\.'Ctcs Over" cumcbllck 
concert hcl'll nl ~chool. 
Blvls Presley. N 
only would he c: 
music aa•tn but he 
chru~ fashion. 
